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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Maryland Parkway is one of the Las Vegas Valley’s most established and well‐used corridors. Over the 

years, this roadway has seen many changes along its route and boasts an eclectic blend of socio‐

economically diversified residents, educational and health facilities, and businesses. The Regional 

Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) recognizes the history and the potential of this 

corridor, and is moving forward with an environmental process that will ultimately provide a blueprint 

for the future of this corridor. 

RTC, in conjunction with the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), is preparing an Environmental 

Assessment (EA) for the Maryland Parkway corridor.  The project route goes from McCarren 

International Airport along Maryland Parkway, continues to the downtown Las Vegas area, and 

continues to the Medical District to the west of downtown.  Along the project route, the stakeholder list 

expands from large facilities such as the airport, University of Nevada at Las Vegas (UNLV) campus, and 

several hospitals and malls; to small businesses and shopping centers; to minority and elderly residents, 

to the downtown business community. This creates an opportunity during the environmental process to 

create a distinctive outreach program that will capture each stakeholder’s unique perspective and 

integrate it into the ultimate recommendations for Maryland Parkway corridor. 

For this study, the outreach team: 

 Actively reached out to Maryland Parkway‐based facilities, businesses, residents, affected
stakeholders, and the traveling public affected by the study to provide them with the most up‐
to‐date, accurate information;

 Worked collaboratively with corridor stakeholders, residents and businesses to proactively
involve those who wish to participate in the study; and

 Requested input from the public—including business owners and operators, residents,
commuters, government representatives, visitors and other corridor users—to help develop
solutions that will best meet the needs of those who use this project area.

2.0 PROJECT BACKGROUND 

The Maryland Parkway corridor is a roughly 8.7‐mile north‐south corridor connecting the Medical District, 

downtown Las Vegas, and McCarran International Airport.  The corridor is currently served by local bus 

Route 109 for 24 hours per day, seven days per week, with 15‐minute headways during the majority of 

the service span, and with stations spaced an average of 0.25 mile apart.  The Route 109 buses operate in 

mixed flow traffic along the 6‐lane arterial and are subject to the peak hour congestion that occurs at 

several of the major intersections where average daily traffic reaches levels of 35‐40,000 vehicles.  Route 

109 has approximately 9,000 boardings per day, has the eighth highest ridership in the RTC system, the 

second highest ridership of all north‐south routes, and the highest productivity in terms of passengers per 

service‐hour and per mile after the Las Vegas Strip Routes 301 and 502.   

Route 109 is oriented towards residents, employees, and students with time‐sensitive trip needs; disabled 

persons and persons in wheelchairs who use the transit system to access various medical facilities in the 
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corridor; and employees making critical connections  to  the east‐west  routes going  to/from  the major 

employment centers along the Resort Corridor. The Maryland Parkway Corridor is a densely developed 

residential and commercial area with 55,000 residents and 81,000  jobs.   A high percentage of current 

riders on  the Route 109  are  transit dependent;  a  large percentage of  the population  in  the  corridor 

includes  low  income households (46 percent) and households with no automobiles (25 percent).   Land 

use forecasts indicate expected growth in population and employment over the next 25 years that will 

likely generate higher ridership and the need for improved transit service in the corridor.  The intent is to 

implement premium transit service in the corridor that will reduce travel delay for the current riders and 

attract additional riders with more frequent service, higher speeds and reliability. 

RTC is proposing to develop a high capacity transit system for the Maryland Parkway Corridor that could 

include either a light rail transit (LRT) system or a bus rapid transit (BRT) system.  Both systems are being 

evaluated in the EA. 

3.0 PROJECT GOALS 

The purpose of making transportation investments in the Maryland Parkway Corridor is to provide a 
solution that addresses several transportation needs faced by travelers to, from and within the core 
corridor: 

 Need to improve mobility and access on the corridor by providing inviting, reliable, safe and
secure transit, biking and walking options;

 Need to overcome existing factors that constrain transit performance and suppress ridership;

 Need to support economic development and the region’s Complete Streets vision; and

 Need to improve mobility and access for environmental justice populations in the corridor and
regionwide.

To address the transportation needs described above, RTC identified a set of goals for its investments in 
the Maryland Parkway Corridor.  These are listed below. 

 Provide inviting, reliable, safe and secure alternatives to driving in a cost‐effective manner.

 Improve transit ridership, travel time, and reliability over the long term.

 Implement transportation improvements on the Corridor, supporting economic development
and the region’s Complete Streets vision.

 Meet the goals while preserving automobile and commercial vehicle access.

To solicit input from the Corridor’s stakeholders on needed improvements in the corridor as part of the 

Maryland Parkway EA, a Public Involvement Plan was created in 2015 to guide the environmental team 

through an effective outreach program.  The goals of this outreach program included:   

 To successfully accomplish the RTC’s outreach requirements and expectations for the study;

 To successfully accomplish all National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Title VI federal
outreach standards for the study;

 To provide accurate and timely information regarding the study and potential impacts and
benefits to affected stakeholders, residents and businesses;
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 To provide abundant avenues through which stakeholders can actively obtain information,
provide feedback, ask questions or voice concerns during the study;

 To successfully mitigate and/or resolve any questions or concerns from the public during the
study; and

 To keep representatives of local governing bodies and stakeholder agencies informed of the
study and its progress.

4.0 PUBLIC OUTREACH PROGRAM STRATEGY 

To accomplish the federal and RTC goals of the public outreach program for the Maryland Parkway EA, 

and to meet the Fuel Revenue Indexing public education standards as determined by the RTC, the 

following strategies were utilized.  

Project Branding & Messaging  

To keep with the branding and message that was created by the RTC for the Maryland Parkway study, all 

project materials, collaterals and communication tools conveyed those pre‐approved brands and 

messaging. This ensured consistency of design and message for easier project identification. In addition, 

all materials will display the RTC’s Fuel Revenue Indexing (FRI) logo and taglines, so that Southern 

Nevada Residents may see their fuel revenue dollars at work. 

Project Website  

A project‐specific web page housed on the RTC agency site was developed and will be maintained in 

conjunction with RTC communications staff for the duration of the project. The website is located at: 

http://www.rtcsnv.com/planning‐engineering/rtc‐projects/maryland‐parkway/ 

The website includes information on the study, including study area, goals and objectives, fact sheet, 

and other current and relevant information. The website has been advertised on project materials, 

public announcements, and at public venues.   
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Maryland Parkway Fact Sheet on RTC Website 

Community Stakeholder Notification  

Initially, RTC and outreach staff notified stakeholders directly affected by the Maryland Parkway 

Corridor study area by direct mailers. These mailers (in both English and Spanish) were mailed to 

prominent stakeholders, businesses, and property owners adjacent to the study area. The mailers 

detailed the study, its goals and objectives, an invitation to learn more and participate, and the project 

lead’s contact information.  

Also, in accordance with RTC specifications, the outreach team notified property owners, residents, and 

businesses to any upcoming outreach activities, such as meeting and outreach activities.  Ads were 

placed in local newspapers, notices were given out over local radio stations, and notices and posters 

were also displayed prominently in public locations, including bus stops throughout the corridor prior to 

any impending meetings or outreach activities.   

Community Partnerships  

The previous Alternatives Analysis phase of the study was successful in creating partnerships with area 

coalitions and community groups such as the Maryland Parkway Community Coalition, and those 

continuing relationships have been vital to success in the current study.   
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Community Outreach Meetings  

As needed throughout the study, some stakeholders will require one‐on‐one and smaller group 

meetings to discuss the study and its impacts. The project team will work with the RTC to determine 

which stakeholders will require such meetings to maximize benefits to the overall study. 

Community Stakeholder Meetings  

Community stakeholder meetings were held during the study to provide updated information to 

stakeholders, and inform them of potential benefits and impacts, and seek input into the environmental 

recommendations.  The first public meetings were held early in the study process to inform stakeholders 

of the study phases, goals, and objectives, alternatives considered, and initial recommendations to be 

analyzed through the EA process.  The second meetings will present the draft EA and request formal 

comment for a 30‐day period.  The venues will be accessible by transit, and will be identified via mailers, 

advertisements, and notices placed in public locations along the corridor (including bus stops). 

5.0 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT SUMMARY 

A summary of public outreach to date is provided below.  Additional public meetings will be held when 

the draft EA is issued and this report will be updated with those results. 

5.1  Previous Public Involvement for the Maryland Parkway Corridor 

The original Alternatives Analysis process included extensive public involvement and stakeholder 

engagement throughout that 18‐month process, completed in December 2014.  There was strong 

support for a fixed guideway, high capacity LRT or BRT service in the corridor.  Subsequent public 

meetings were held in September/October 2015 to support the Locally Preferred Alternative refinement 

process; approximately 50 people attended those meetings, including a mix of residents, business 

owners, and other stakeholders. 

5.2  Public Scoping Meetings 

RTC held a meeting  for 25  local business  leaders on March 9, 2016  to  inform  them of  the Maryland 

Parkway EA ahead of the public meetings that would be held the following week.  Many of these business 

leaders had been involved in the Alternatives Analysis and the one change to the project was the selection 

of the location of the train tracks to the outside lanes instead of the center lanes recommended by the 

Alternatives Analysis. 

Three public  information/scoping meetings were held on March 15 and 16, 2016, to  inform  interested 

individuals, groups, and agencies about the proposed project and to receive comments and suggestions 

from them during the meetings.  The first informational meeting was located at the UNLV Student Union, 

located at 4505 S. Maryland Parkway, on March 15th from 11am to 1pm.  The second meeting was held at 

The Boulevard Mall in front of the JC Penney store, located at 3528 S. Maryland Parkway, on March 15th 

from 4pm to 7pm.  The third meeting was held at the Bonneville Transit Center, located at 101 E Bonneville 
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Avenue, on March 16th from 11:30am to 2:30pm.  Approximately 85 people attended the informational 

meetings, including a mix of residents, business owners, and other stakeholders.   

A postcard notice (see below) of the public meetings was mailed out by RTC to businesses and residents 

within a quarter mile of the Maryland Parkway Corridor alignment.   

Front of Postcard (in English) 

Back of Postcard (in Spanish) 
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Ads for the meeting notices were placed in three newspapers, the Review Journal, El Mundo, and Chinese 

News. 

  Ad in Review Journal (February 25, 2016)    Ad in El Mundo (March 1, 2016) 

Ad in Chinese Daily News (March 4, 2016) 
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Photographs of the three public meetings are provided below. 

Public Meeting at the UNLV Student Union – March 15th 

Public Meeting at The Boulevard Mall – March 15th 

Public Meeting at the Bonneville Transit Center – March 16th 
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A court reporter was present to transcribe comments or suggestions from attendees who preferred to 

make a verbal statement and comments cards were also available to allow attendees to write down their 

comments.  The attendees could leave the comment cards at the event or take them home and mail them 

in at their leisure.  All comments and suggestions become part of the administrative record.   Written and 

verbal  responses are  included  in Attachment A.   A  summary of  the  comments  received are provided 

below.   

Some attendees believe the project would positively: 

 Help resolve the issue that when pedestrians cross a street they block traffic.

 Enhance the neighborhood.

 Reduce traffic congestion.

 Increase safety for all users.

 Provide faster, more efficient mode options.

 Support sustainability and improve air quality.

 Support student travel options.

 Provide connections to key locations and get a lot of use.

Some have concerns with: 

 How construction would impact businesses.

 Project costs.

 Current systems (such as the current bus or monorail could be enhanced or extended instead).

 The center‐running configuration will operate better.

 Light‐rail technology and how it may be obsolete compared to emerging technologies.

 An  at‐grade  system;  some  believe  the  system  should  include  overpasses  or  be  placed

underground.

 The number of stations being proposed. Some believe there should be less to increase efficiency

and some believe there should be more to decrease walking distance.

 Property acquisitions.

 Increased ticket costs.

 Preservation of neighborhoods and history.

“I support urban light rail on Maryland 
Parkway. It would enhance the 
neighborhood and with more people 
using it, it would result in less 
automobile traffic. It would also be in 
the interest of public safety.” 
–Resident along Maryland Parkway,

comment card statement 

“I have been at this location for a few years and I am positive 
that Maryland Parkway needs an urban rail like in Tucson. This 
will benefit so many people. Also, it will be faster and prevent 
air pollution.”  
–Resident along Maryland Parkway, comment card statement

A 59-year-old downtown resident checked 
out the commission’s presentation at the 
Bonneville Transit Center. A daily bus 
rider, he said he would definitely make use 
of the Maryland Parkway LRT system.  “It’s 
faster for a commute (and) you don’t have 
to worry about the taxis,” he said. “It beats 
traffic.” 
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News outlets covered the public scoping meetings,  including  local newspapers and  television stations.  

RTC  representatives did  interviews with numerous  television  stations  and news  reporters  during  the 

meetings describing the project alternatives.  Additional television and newspaper interviews continued 

with RTC representatives throughout the EA process to keep the public updated on the project’s progress. 

 

 

UNLV student who attended the open 
house to learn more about the project 
that he has heard so much about from 
the media.  “I think it will be a good 
idea because it will make the traffic 
less packed in the morning,” the 
student said. “It would be easier for 
students on campus to travel. We 
wouldn’t have to waste gas and drive. 
We could just take the rail. I wish it 
would be done sooner though since 
we’re graduating pretty soon.” 

“We are very happy that we are close to UNLV. We are happy 
that a lot of people are very energized about this project,” said 
restaurant owner on Maryland Parkway, which has been open 
for 29 years.  

“There are a lot of small business that are not going to be 
able to survive because when they do the construction—
which takes anywhere from six months to probably a year— a 
lot of these small businesses are not going to have access,” 
he said. 

The restaurant owner hopes that there will be incentives from 
the local government for small businesses to withstand the 
construction time because customers tend to avoid high 
construction areas since they become so congested with 
traffic.  

“I don’t think [the light rail] is a bad idea; I just think the better 
way to do it would be a way to help the businesses to 
survive,” he said. “Personally, I am very grateful for our 
business leaders in our area and our elected officials thinking 
about this area, because it’s overdue.” 

March 17, 2016, Las Vegas Sun, “Making 
tracks: Light-rail proposal for Maryland 
Parkway is moving forward” 

March 14, 2016, Las Vegas Sun, “Bus or light 
rail? RTC seeks input on Maryland parkway 
transit improvements” 

September 20, 2017, Las Vegas Sun, 
“Vision of refreshed Maryland 
Parkway includes four districts, mass 
transit” 

April 4, 2016, The Rebel Yell, “Light rail to 
line Maryland Parkway, but not without 

June 9, 2017, Las Vegas Review-Journal, “RTC 
gets OK to seek funding for light-rail line along 
Maryland Parkway” 

March 3, 2016, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 
“Maryland Parkway light rail preview shows 
trains on outside of roadway” 
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5.3  Stakeholder Group Meetings 

Throughout  this EA process, RTC has held numerous meetings with a Technical Working Group and a 

Community Stakeholder Group representing all  local agencies and  jurisdictions, businesses, real estate 

developers, neighborhood associations, property owners, members of the Maryland Parkway Coalition, 

and other key stakeholders such as UNLV and the Clark Department of Aviation, to solicit input to help 

inform the Locally Preferred Alternative refinement process.  Both groups have indicated strong support 

for the proposed project.   

The Community Stakeholder Group and Technical Working Group started meeting in August 2015 to refine 

the locally‐preferred alternative.  The Community Stakeholder Group met again in March 2016 and August 

2016, while the Technical Working Group has November 2015 and February 2017 to continue to provide 

input and comments on the proposed project.   

The Maryland Parkway Coalition is an informal advocacy group that started in 2013 consisting of many 

stakeholders like the City of Las Vegas, Clark County, RTC, UNLV, Sunrise Hospital, Boulevard Mall, local 

businesses, property owners, and many organizations and individuals who share a desire for improvement 

to  the  corridor.    Documentation  from  the  Maryland  Parkway  Coalition  meetings  can  be  found  in 

Attachment B.   

In  2016  and  2017,  RTC  held  smaller  one‐on‐one meetings with  stakeholder  groups  in  the  corridor, 

including  the  City  of  Las  Vegas,  Clark  County,  hospital  and medical  facilities,  religious  organizations, 

neighborhood  and  homeowner  associations,  small  business  and  minority  advocacy  groups,  and 

pedestrian and bicycle advocacy groups.   

5.4  Agency Coordination 

Federal, state, and local public agencies were contacted, as well as state government officials to inform 

them of  the  upcoming Maryland  Parkway Corridor project.   An  Intent‐to‐Study  letter  and  the  list of 

agencies and individuals it was sent to can be found in Attachment C.  The letter was sent out on February 

25,  2016,  and  notified  the  recipients  of  RTC’s  and  FTA’s  intention  to  study  potential  transportation 

improvements to the Maryland Parkway corridor,  invited comments until April 15, 2016, and  informed 

the dates of three public meetings about the proposed project.  One response from the U.S. Coast Guard 

(Attachment D) was  received back  from  the  listed agencies  that were  sent  the  Intent‐to‐Study  letter, 

indicating that the project does not have U.S. Coast Guard jurisdiction because there are no bridges.    

FTA notified the Nevada State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) about the project and provided them a 

letter describing the project and  listing the potential historical properties  in the project area.   The FTA 

consultation request letter and SHPO initial response letter are located in Attachment D.  Per comments 

received from the SHPO, revisions to the Area of Potential Effect (APE) were made and resubmitted to the 

SHPO  for  concurrence.    The  SHPO  concurred with  the  revised APE boundary on December  11,  2017 
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(Attachment D).  A Cultural Resources Report was submitted to SHPO and comments were 
received back from the SHPO on May 3, 2018 indicating additional information was needed. A 
revised Cultural Resources Report was sent to the SHPO and the SHPO concurred with the 
findings on August 21, 2018. The local Native American tribes were contacted by letter in 2017 
(Attachment D), email, and phone, but no responses were received back. 

Additional agency coordination will occur once the draft EA is available for public review in February 

2018.  This report will be updated once additional agency comments are received. 

5.5  Draft EA Public Review Process 

The EA will be released in February 2018 for a 30‐day public review comment period.  RTC will publish a 

notice of availability in local newspapers and on the RTC’s website, as well as mail out a bilingual 

postcard to all adjacent businesses, landowners, and homeowners in the study area, noting (1) where 

the public can access the document; (2) the 30‐day review period; (3) where comments should be sent; 

and (4) public meeting details. Copies of the document will be made available online and in a variety of 

public locations (e.g., public libraries, at RTC offices, or other local governmental offices) along the 

corridor.  Written comments on the EA can be submitted to RTC by various methods, including email and 

mail, and will be included in the final decision document.  Additional public meetings will be held within 

the 30‐day Draft EA review period along the corridor, similar to the initial scoping meetings.  Copies of 

the EA will also be available at the public meetings.  Written and verbal comments will be collected at 

the public meetings and included in the final decision document.  A formal notice of availability (i.e., a 

notice published in the Federal Register) is not required and not normally used for EAs. 
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MARYLAND PARKWAY ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
MARCH 15, 2016

            1 PUBLIC COMMENTS

            2

            3             PUBLIC COMMENT:  My name is Aleta DuPree.  I

            4   favor this light rail proposition for the Maryland

            5   Parkway corridor.  In my brief reading of it, I feel

            6   that a station at Terminal 3 at McCarran Airport should

            7   be strongly considered to give air passengers going in

            8   and out of that terminal the same seamless connection

            9   as they would if they were traveling through

           10   Terminal 1.

           11             I would also suggest a station to be located

           12   at St. Louis Avenue and Maryland, as that's a pretty

           13   busy area that I have been through.

           14             I would suggest that as we build this plan

           15   out, that we not simply just take several years to

           16   build it, but to use it as a showcase in the meantime

           17   before the streets are dug up to lay the tracks.

           18             I would advocate the purchase of the new

           19   generation electric buses as soon as possible to be

           20   tested and run on this Maryland Parkway, which will

           21   also allow some of the electrical infrastructure to be
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           22   placed for the charging of these buses, and at the same

           23   time, keep the designs for the light rail lines in our

           24   back pocket.

           25             Light rail is expensive, and I would
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MARYLAND PARKWAY ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
MARCH 15, 2016

            1   certainly like to see us build light rail on the Strip

            2   where the density is much higher than it is on

            3   Maryland.  But that's a different story for a different

            4   time.

            5             I would hope soon that the process for this

            6   light rail will begin as I favor the eventual building

            7   of the light rail, but at the same time, strongly

            8   consider these newer generation vehicles such as the

            9   electric buses to run in the meantime on the

           10   right-of-way planned for the light rail until that day

           11   when the street will be torn up to build the tracks.

           12   That's all.

           13             PUBLIC COMMENT:  Kevin Donahoe.  I'm a

           14   commercial real estate broker.  We have a commercial

           15   real estate brokerage and management company in

           16   Las Vegas.  We represent three properties along

           17   Maryland Parkway that would be impacted by this

           18   project, so I am here today to see, A, what positive

           19   benefits the project would bring to those property

           20   owners, as well as to look at the impact that the
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           21   property might have on those same properties.

           22             My general overall impression is that this

           23   type of investment is both welcomed and needed in this

           24   area.  I hope the funding will be available for it, and

           25   that would be the beginning of a lot of new energy for

                        Reported by:  Dawn Oaks, NV CCR No. 838       5

                       MARYLAND PARKWAY ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
                                    MARCH 15, 2016

            1   Paradise Valley, which in recent years has been

            2   severely negatively impacted by the stress in the

            3   economy.

            4             PUBLIC COMMENT:  Donald Wilkinson.  I believe

            5   that the BRT was -- I feel it would be the most

            6   beneficial because there could be issues when it comes

            7   to the cost effectiveness.  It would be more cost

            8   effective when considering the BRT plan.

            9             And also I believe that this should be

           10   side-running instead of center-running because

           11   center-running would probably cause issues with the

           12   community things like they would be more prone to

           13   jaywalking which -- because more people would be

           14   willing to just run into the middle of the street

           15   versus all the way across, which is not only illegal

           16   but it's also dangerous.

           17             PUBLIC COMMENT:  I think that this light rail

           18   is a good idea now that I have seen the pictures and

           19   the presentation.  That's going to work well with the
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           20   city.  I was opposed to it at first -- to putting

           21   anything down Maryland Parkway -- because it's such a

           22   busy street, and I hated to see that lanes would be

           23   taken away.

           24             But according to these drawings, these

           25   concepts, I think it's a good idea, and it would work.
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            1   I hope they do something like that on the Strip also.

            2           (Public meeting concluded at 1:00 p.m.)

            3   /////
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MARYLAND PARKWAY ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
MARCH 15, 2016

            1 CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

            2

            3   STATE OF NEVADA  )
)    SS:

            4   COUNTY OF CLARK  )

            5             I, Dawn Oaks, a Certified Court Reporter,
Clark County, State of Nevada, do hereby certify:

            6
That I reported the public comments at the

            7   Maryland Parkway Environmental Assessment Public
Meeting commencing on Tuesday, March 15, 2016, at

            8   11:00 a.m.

            9             That the foregoing transcript is a complete,
true, and accurate transcription of the stenographic

           10   notes of the meeting taken by me in the matter entitled
herein to the best of my knowledge, skill and ability.

           11
I further certify that I am not a relative or

           12   employee of any of the parties, nor a relative or
employee of the parties involved in said action, nor a

           13   person financially interested in the action.

           14             IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand in my
office in the County of Clark, State of Nevada, this

           15   _________ day of _______________________, 2016.

           16

           17
_________________________
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                       MARYLAND PARKWAY ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
                                    MARCH 15, 2016

            1                       PUBLIC COMMENTS

            2

            3             PUBLIC COMMENT:  Mark Sampson, S-A-M-P-S-O-N.

            4   Anything that they put on the surface will impede

            5   either vehicular or pedestrian traffic.  I would only

            6   agree to this if it were a monorail that's up out of

            7   everybody's way.

            8             Let the market decide what's done with the

            9   real estate on the ground.  Put the transportation

           10   assets up in the air.  It's out of the way.  Our

           11   property taxes in Clark County are low.  We can afford

           12   it.  It will be ridden, it's novel, and it's worth

           13   paying for.

           14             PUBLIC COMMENT:  Michael, M-I-C-H-A-E-L,

           15   Hilwerda, H-I-L-W-E-R-D-A.  Well, I would like to see

           16   the light rail system.  From looking at it, I think

           17   down the center would be appropriate.

           18             PUBLIC COMMENT:  Well, they are looking at

           19   two different ideas.  One of them is with the middle

           20   railing; the other one is the side railing.

           21             The side railing with a bicycle lane, to me,
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           22   is not practical.  I think it's dangerous because it

           23   reduces the lanes for automobiles from three lanes to

           24   two lanes.  And next to it, giving a bicycle lane --

           25   the people are going to use the bicycle lane for
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            1   automobiles because they are not going to wait to pass

            2   each other because it doesn't make common sense for

            3   most people.

            4             I don't know how the two-lane, one-way

            5   traffic in both directions is going to be able to carry

            6   the automobile traffic when three lanes is not carrying

            7   it now.  This is the reason they're supposed to do

            8   something about it.  If they are now reducing it to

            9   two lanes, what is the benefit of the whole thing?

           10   Because the existing bus lane right now is used by

           11   automobiles.

           12             The bicycle people are using the side lane,

           13   and it's dangerous enough.  Now you are putting them --

           14   putting the bicycle lane next to the second automobile

           15   traffic lane between the light rail and automobile

           16   traffic, between.  So how is that going to be safe?

           17             And automobiles have only two lanes.  If

           18   that's not enough today how are they going to be happy

           19   with two lanes?

           20             I told them, I said, Why don't you one day in
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           21   engineering put out over there -- cover up one lane

           22   with red markers to reduce the traffic from three to

           23   two?  Then you will see the difference.  Because that's

           24   what you are trying to do, reduce the traffic from

           25   three to two.  Make sense?
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            1             If three is not enough, now you are reducing

            2   them to two -- make common sense? -- for 300- or

            3   $400 million.  I think that's enough.

            4             The middle left-turn lanes, right now are

            5   accessible for the automobiles for the shopping centers

            6   or businesses to turn into.  The new proposal is

            7   putting bushes and trees to beautify the middle, which

            8   is wonderful -- I like flowers -- but it's not going to

            9   be accessible for automobiles to make a left turn only

           10   from a designated left-turn lane.  Maybe the people

           11   have to make a U-turn lane to get into businesses.

           12   That's not benefiting either side of businesses.

           13             PUBLIC COMMENT:  I think it's a brilliant

           14   idea, and I definitely will use it.  I think it's

           15   great.  Every community should have one.  It saves

           16   people like me who don't like to drive.  That would be

           17   perfect.

           18             And I particularly like the light transit

           19   idea versus the bus.  It just seems more futuristic, I
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           20   guess.

           21             PUBLIC COMMENT:  I think the bus system is

           22   fine the way they have it, except to make a dedicated

           23   bus lane like they have down on Sahara and, I guess,

           24   they are going to do on Flamingo.

           25             I really don't think we need the expense of
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            1   putting down rails and doing whatever else that they

            2   are going -- the electrical system or whatever when --

            3   just fix the street, develop the street, but just make

            4   dedicated bus lanes.

            5             I think that would save money, actually, as

            6   far as I feel, because the bus system is good now.

            7   They have the frequent service.  Just better the street

            8   and a dedicated lane.  I guess that's it.

            9             As he mentioned, the bus stops would be

           10   further apart, and I think bus stops should be closer.

           11   We need to have the bus -- because sometimes there is

           12   just too much to walk, so I don't like the idea that

           13   they are going to be longer -- the bus stops are going

           14   to be longer with the rail, further apart.

           15             PUBLIC COMMENT:  Thank you very much.  We are

           16   looking forward to it.

           17             PUBLIC COMMENT:  Cesar, C-E-S-A-R, Villaruel,

           18   V-I-L-L-A-R-U-E-L.  I would like to say that this is
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           19   exciting.  I think this is awesome.  If we can get the

           20   urban light rail and have the side-running plan, I

           21   think that would be awesome.

           22             It would definitely boost up local business.

           23   It would be very, very beneficial for just locals.  I

           24   hope that this is the first steppingstone into possibly

           25   more connections.  I think that's about it.
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            1             (Public meeting concluded at 7:00 p.m.)

            2   /////
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            1                   CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

            2

            3   STATE OF NEVADA  )
                                 )    SS:
            4   COUNTY OF CLARK  )

            5             I, Dawn Oaks, a Certified Court Reporter,
                Clark County, State of Nevada, do hereby certify:
            6
                          That I reported the public comments at the
            7   Maryland Parkway Environmental Assessment Public
                Meeting commencing on Tuesday, March 15, 2016, at
            8   4:00 p.m.

            9             That the foregoing transcript is a complete,
                true, and accurate transcription of the stenographic
           10   notes of the meeting taken by me in the matter entitled
                herein to the best of my knowledge, skill and ability.
           11
                          I further certify that I am not a relative or
           12   employee of any of the parties, nor a relative or
                employee of the parties involved in said action, nor a
           13   person financially interested in the action.

           14             IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand in my
                office in the County of Clark, State of Nevada, this
           15   _________ day of _______________________, 2016.

           16
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Dawn Oaks, NV CCR No. 838
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                                      2

      1       LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 2016;

      2                             11:00 A.M.

      3                                -o0o-

      4               (The following were comments made by

      5   members of the public at large:)

      6              CONSTANCE WASHINGTON:  What I was talking

      7   to her about is the trailway is going to be in the

      8   middle of the street.  Isn't that going to be too

      9   much traffic that's on Las Vegas Boulevard for the

     10   trailway and the tourists that's coming into town.

     11   There's a lot of tourists sightseeing in the

     12   winter.  Don't you feel that's going to be a

     13   problem of too much traffic on one main street?

     14              And I think that since a lot of these

     15   hotels now is having like an overpass where people

     16   is walking, why the trailway can't be like they are

     17   in California, more up than on the street.  So I

     18   think that would probably be better.

     19              And then as far as she was talking about,

     20   maybe underground.  I think it would be better to
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     21   be underground.  Then the escalator can come up

     22   from underground and go straight to where the

     23   casinos are.  So I think it would be much better.

     24   Because right now as far as we have different

     25   people coming from out of state, a lot of people is

                                      3

      1   getting in accidents from all over.  And then we

      2   just had that accident from that lady that ran over

      3   all these people and stuff.  Wouldn't that be too

      4   much traffic on one main street?  That's what I

      5   want.

      6              ROB LEWIS:  Well, I don't like the idea

      7   of a lightrail system.  I think it's too much

      8   money.  And I think it's an overkill.  I think it

      9   would be cheaper to extend the monorail from its

     10   current location from Sahara and Paradise and

     11   extend it east down to Sahara and Maryland Parkway

     12   and then make a right on Maryland Parkway and

     13   extend it all the way on Maryland, and have the

     14   appropriate stops, including the university, and

     15   then have the final stop at the airport.

     16              In my opinion, that would be cost

     17   effective and we'd be able to utilize current

     18   technology that we already have.  And I personally
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     19   would get a lot of use out of it because I would

     20   take it to go to the airport and go over to the

     21   university from time to time.  And I go shopping at

     22   the mall and even, you know, different situations,

     23   when it's holidays and such, go to special events.

     24   So I think that would be a better situation because

     25   it would be built above ground and it wouldn't --

4

      1   you wouldn't have to worry about infrastructure

      2   that's already in place on the ground.  You still

      3   can keep the present stops, start building the

      4   infrastructure.  Keep it underground.  Thank you.

      5              MARCO VELOTTA:  I think Maryland Parkway

      6   as a transit corridor needs to have a center lane

      7   option.  The focus of the street is shifting away

      8   from the automobile and towards public

      9   transportation.  There's already high ridership on

     10   Route 109 as it is.  That said, the center running

     11   operates better and I'm not convinced that an

     12   outer-running option along the sides is more cost

     13   effective or efficient.  I'm just not convinced of

     14   that.

     15              The other cities that have constructed

     16   lightrail systems typically have center-running
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     17   right-of-way along their street running corridors.

     18   If you look at Phoenix, Salt Lake City, Denver,

     19   they typically have long stretches of

     20   center-running track with stations spaced out at a

     21   mile or half mile apart.  And that is what RTC and

     22   Las Vegas in general should emulate.  The fact that

     23   there are more than 25 stations proposed is

     24   concerning as well.  Speed is a variable that needs

     25   to be addressed.  Stations a third of a mile,

5

      1   quarter of a mile, eighth of a mile doesn't seem to

      2   make a lot of sense in this case.  So fewer

      3   stations for greater speed.

      4              I think the choice needs to be lightrail.

      5   There's been discussion about a street car type

      6   concept, which is what's being pushed here.  This

      7   needs to integrate to a larger, regional rail

      8   system.  And lightrail has to be that mode,

      9   especially if there are going to be future

     10   extensions into suburban areas such as along

     11   Charleston Boulevard or potentially down to

     12   Henderson and/or up to North Las Vegas,

     13   Northwestern Las Vegas.

     14              Street car is a totally different type of
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     15   engineering.  And because of that, it will cost --

     16   the cost will be a lot different and the operations

     17   will be a lot different.  This needs to be thought

     18   of with lightrail in mind.  Thank you.

     19              ANONYMOUS:  One-third of a mile for a

     20   stop is ridiculous.  It should be more.  Right now

     21   the buses, it's a long walk for people with buses,

     22   the buses, as it is.  Then they're going to make it

     23   even longer, one-third of a mile.  Every block.  I

     24   was raised in Hawaii where when I took a bus, every

     25   block, every block the bus would stop.  Here

6

      1   they'll stop in the middle of a brick wall that's a

      2   mile long and where is anybody going to go?

      3              But that's my only observation that could

      4   be changed.  I'm not going to suggest something

      5   that -- that's the only thing.

      6              CHRISTOPHER JOHNSON, SR:  Basically, my

      7   comments about transportation is this:  I think

      8   there needs to be a citizen who's taking

      9   transportation for a few years or more involved

     10   with just comments and opinions, like myself.  For

     11   instance, I don't think Las Vegas, the whole

     12   valley, needs to be connected.  Because, bluntly,
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     13   there are just some people I don't want to sit by.

     14   There are just some people who cause problems.  And

     15   the way that we do things is create a system that

     16   works for everybody.  It doesn't mean that it has

     17   to be the same for you.

     18              And I think if we have honesty and maybe

     19   doesn't reach the public, but it reaches the people

     20   that matters and it's taken into a well-rounded

     21   thought process, then you can figure out that we

     22   need a lightrail from McCarran to Maryland and

     23   Sahara and stop there.  Because that's where the

     24   big business stops.  After Sahara it goes to

     25   Charleston and then Maryland Parkway is over.  You

                                      7

      1   don't need a train going that far.  But if you have

      2   a train that goes from downtown and then reconnects

      3   perhaps or Sahara, meaning a lightrail from east to

      4   west.  You know, some people may need a bus and a

      5   train and that would be two buses or three buses,

      6   you know what I mean.  And it's all psychological.

      7   And then the city gets up and works because they

      8   can get there faster.

      9              Maybe if I have a lightrail and maybe

     10   it's not by my house, but I know the second half of
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     11   my trip, now I can work that morning shift and

     12   because my son is going to get on the bus and now I

     13   have an extra 20 minutes that saves me, and now my

     14   tax bracket is up to $10,000 all because it helped

     15   me out with 15 minutes of faster travel.  If you

     16   take into account a person like me that might go

     17   through something like that, that type of person

     18   needs to be there maybe helping seeing the big

     19   picture.  Maybe not helping make decisions, but

     20   seeing the big picture.  Because I imagine the

     21   people that are in charge of this, I mean, let's

     22   face it, how many of them are taking the RTC.  How

     23   many of them take the monorail besides from The

     24   Linq.  You know what I mean?  They are not doing

     25   that.  If I was working, I would not be doing that.

8

      1   But I'd be asking for a Caucasian, a Latino, an

      2   Asian, a black, because it all matters.

      3              And maybe they say something that sounds

      4   completely ignorant to you, but it's their world

      5   and it makes perfect sense.  And maybe there is a

      6   little bit of something that you finally see, and

      7   it's something, you know what I mean.  So that's

      8   pretty much all I have to say.  I just think Vegas
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      9   doesn't need to connect.

     10              I've lived in Dallas, Texas.  And the

     11   most beautiful thing about living outside of

     12   Dallas, Texas is Dallas doesn't come to outside

     13   Dallas.  There's beauty in it.  There's a reason

     14   why a suburb is called a suburb and the city is

     15   called a city.  They're going to have to adhere to

     16   something, so it's this way or it's not.  Just make

     17   sure that the things that are this way are

     18   completely accommodating, you know what I mean, for

     19   the region, and the necessities.

     20              There are many disgruntled people, you

     21   know, on public transportation.  And I can promise

     22   you if the system was different, they would feel

     23   better.  They wouldn't have time to think about,

     24   hey, that little two inches that somebody is taking

     25   of their seat.  They know they're getting on a fast

                                      9

      1   train, and seven more minutes and this experience

      2   is coming to an end.  And then, guess what, after a

      3   few more times, fine.  It's not even a thought

      4   anymore.  And then that's how you create what

      5   people want, their desire, you know what I mean.

      6   So that's pretty much it.
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      7              ED UEHLING:  It's a very interesting

      8   project.  And I think it's a good project because

      9   it would lead to development of this core area of

     10   Las Vegas that is 30 or 40 percent of the economy

     11   of the entire area and can grow even bigger and can

     12   bring young people and the population back to the

     13   downtown and cause an entire economic revival in

     14   that area.

     15              The main issue I see is a lack of a

     16   leader.  Somehow someone has to find or emerge as a

     17   leader of this effort, a person who can go out and

     18   convince all these different entities or interest

     19   groups of how they would benefit by this.  That's

     20   the thing that's missing here that was present in

     21   Denver.  Denver had a lot more time to do this.

     22   Well, I shouldn't say that.  Las Vegas had a lot of

     23   time.  They still don't have a leader, let's put it

     24   that way.

     25              Now, other issues are that perhaps the

                                     10

      1   editorial board of the Review Journal is correct in

      2   recommending that they first do the line along the

      3   Strip first, if that will be the line that produces

      4   income and it can merge with or support the other
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      5   line.  I personally would like to see a round line,

      6   a circle line, going up -- going from the

      7   transportation center up Maryland Parkway around

      8   and coming back through, around downtown, coming

      9   back from Cashman Field, but I understand that

     10   those are two different types of trains.  That's

     11   been explained to me.  And it might not be

     12   possible.  But in seeing that in other cities, at

     13   least subway lines like that, it really works well.

     14   And then hopefully have people movers from one line

     15   to the other in crucial areas like this and the

     16   convention center or, let's say, the university.

     17              So the other issue is -- not the other

     18   issue -- another issue is the funding.  And the way

     19   funding is typically done in Clark County or in Las

     20   Vegas is that the people who benefit from the

     21   funding usually move the costs of whatever they're

     22   going to benefit from, the project they're going to

     23   benefit from, to people who don't necessarily

     24   benefit.  And that's a big problem.  And people are

     25   very suspicious of that.  And I think rightly so

11

      1   because that's not the way government should work.

      2   The beneficiaries should be the ones to pay.
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      3              Okay.  So who are the beneficiaries?  The

      4   developer certainly will be in this case, and has

      5   been already discussed.  There's a plan for

      6   incremental property taxation on development.  But

      7   to do that, development has to be encouraged.  To

      8   do that, the County has to change some of its land

      9   regulations.  At least one of the regulations that

     10   they're thinking about is going to work against

     11   this notion of being able to increase the critical

     12   mass of people that live along the rail line.  And

     13   that is creating historic districts within -- of

     14   existing houses, which to preserve any house in Las

     15   Vegas, virtually, maybe a couple houses you could

     16   justify, but an entire district of houses, no.

     17   Because house construction, no matter when it was

     18   done, is done very poorly.  It's not like the

     19   historic buildings in Denver that are brick

     20   building, large brick buildings and ornate

     21   buildings, all that.  It's true that areas of Las

     22   Vegas have some architectural elements, but it

     23   isn't necessary to destroy the ridership and the

     24   foundation, financial foundation, of the rail line

     25   in order to appease the preservationists, so-called

                                     12
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      1   preservationists.  So I'm against that aspect.

      2              A second funding proposal that is

      3   apparently being discussed is adding to the sales

      4   tax.  That will be difficult to add to it, but

      5   certainly parts of sales tax could be taken away

      6   from the agencies that are getting it that have no

      7   right to get it, like, particularly, the water

      8   authority has no need to get $60 million a year in

      9   sales tax.  And so that sales tax would be taken

     10   from them and applied to this project, if there

     11   were strong leadership to do that.

     12              Another one that I would suggest is to

     13   look at the government agencies and combine some of

     14   them.  For example, combine the water agencies with

     15   the sewer agency with the flood control agency, and

     16   figure out how these can work together rather than

     17   compete with regulations and with category costs

     18   that compete with each other's interests.  They

     19   could combine it together and they could save

     20   hundreds of millions of dollars, in my opinion.

     21   That would easily pay for this system, just doing

     22   that.

     23              Our water authority -- our water agencies

     24   charge us at least half a billion dollars more than

     25   is necessary.  We are close to a source of water

13
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      1   only 20 miles away and it's a relatively pure

      2   source that can be easily purified even further and

      3   distributed.  And then we have the huge advantage

      4   of anything that we put back into that system, into

      5   Lake Mead, we can draw back out.  So we have an

      6   unlimited supply of water.  And the development

      7   along the Maryland Parkway will be very much in

      8   accord with that because there will be apartment

      9   units and things like that that don't use -- I

     10   should say consume -- that don't consume water,

     11   like golf courses or, like, swimming pools that

     12   lose water through evaporation or lawns.  And so

     13   with the water authority alone, $500 million could

     14   be generated if they would just either modernize

     15   the water authority and the water agencies or turn

     16   them over to a private company that would do a much

     17   more efficient job of getting the water.

     18              So that could be a source -- that alone

     19   could be a source of half a billion dollars a year.

     20              Another source that we have a huge

     21   advantage of is land that we are forced to buy from

     22   the federal government or if we sell it, 85 percent

     23   of the money goes back to bureaucracy in

     24   Washington.  If that money were to stay here in Las

     25   Vegas, which is badly needed for the building of
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                                     14

      1   warehouses and the moving of freight and freight

      2   distribution places from Southern California, where

      3   land is very expensive, if that land were made

      4   available or if it were controlled by the county,

      5   that could produce billions of dollars, maybe $10

      6   billion a year, just the sale of that land, which,

      7   in turn, would provoke investment, which, in turn,

      8   would bring jobs and additional economic activity.

      9   Instead, it's all just sitting, and, in fact, I

     10   don't know if you're from here, but 85 percent of

     11   the land in Nevada is controlled by the federal

     12   government.  They say "preserved," but it's far

     13   from preserved.

     14              The federal government let's people do

     15   unbelievably destructive things to the land that

     16   the state would never permit or a county would

     17   never permit or a local government would never

     18   permit.  But the federal government permits it.  So

     19   they're not preserving the land.  They're

     20   destroying the land.  And they're preventing the

     21   state from growing.  No state can live without

     22   being able to use -- survive without being able to

     23   use its land.  85 percent amounts to about 70
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     24   million acres of land that the federal government

     25   controls and keeps away from serving economic

                                     15

      1   development measures.

      2              Another way of developing revenue would

      3   be to put a parking tax on parking spaces within

      4   the core area.  Because the end goal here is to

      5   encourage people to move there, live there, work

      6   within the core area, and play within the core

      7   area.  There is no need for maybe 50 percent, 80

      8   percent, of the people that would be doing this to

      9   have automobiles.  And by having a tax on parking

     10   spaces -- there are seven parking spaces for every

     11   automobile in Clark County.  In other words, if you

     12   calculate that a parking space costs $15,000 each,

     13   there's $105,000 worth of parking spaces for every

     14   car, which, say, has a median value of $18,000 or

     15   $20,000.  So the parking has five times the value

     16   of the cars that people are forced to provide under

     17   the existing rules.

     18              Another source of income would be to

     19   heavily tax outlying areas.  Las Vegas has

     20   historically used a sprawl concept of development.

     21   In other words, a developer can come and say, oh, I
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     22   want to convert this 500 acres of estate land into

     23   R4 apartments, intense apartments.  And,

     24   invariably, the county commission and the city go

     25   along with that.  So we have all these apartments
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      1   spread out long distances from downtown.  That

      2   model is totally unsustainable.  There's no way to

      3   pave the lanes of traffic that will be needed to

      4   provide transportation for that.  It will be much

      5   better, much more efficient.  Instead of building a

      6   new apartment complex, 5,000 apartments 10 miles

      7   from the city center in the downtown, in this core

      8   area, it would be much more efficient, much better

      9   for the health of the city than to have these

     10   10,000 people having to travel 10 miles in an

     11   automobile or in a bus, if buses can be brought to

     12   the place, to have them just be able to jump on a

     13   train and move around for a small amount of money.

     14              Anyway, those are some of my ideas.

     15   Thank you.

     16              SKIP:  I like the idea of a lightrail

     17   versus the bus.  Quicker, cleaner.  It needs to be

     18   done.  Maryland is the perfect spot for it.  Will

     19   RTC, will they honor bus passes?  It could be the
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     20   beginning of something much better than the bus

     21   routes, more lightrail connected with the monorail

     22   maybe eventually.  I don't know.

     23              It's important for the local citizens.

     24   It makes it much easier, safer.  Because there's an

     25   awful lot of problems with safety.  As long as it's

                                     17

      1   quicker than the Strip where citizens can use it

      2   going to work downtown.

      3              I was explaining to him, my sister lives

      4   in Summerlin.  Takes her 90 minutes to go to work

      5   on the bus, which is a little bit long for an

      6   11-mile trip.  I think it's a good idea.  And I

      7   hope it's put in use quickly.  I don't know how

      8   that's going to work out.  And that's about all I

      9   have.

     10              JUDITH MITCHELL:  I think that the better

     11   way to go is keep it with the buses.  That's all I

     12   have to say.  I just -- I think it's the least

     13   expensive way to go.  We're spending too much money

     14   now.  That's what I believe.  I like the other

     15   idea, but I think it's too expensive.

     16              ANTHONY:  I've been here since 1966 when

     17   there was only 12 bus routes.  I like the lightrail
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     18   thing.  I'm originally from LA, and lightrail there

     19   is clean, efficient, comfortable.  It would be neat

     20   for a town like this.  Thank you.

     21              WAYNE MAYBRY:  I like on the side, the

     22   train, both on the side.  Not in the middle but on

     23   the side.  It would be nice.  And I like the train

     24   much better than the bus.  It would be fine if it

     25   would be a train.  Thank you.

18

      1              ANONYMOUS:  My question is regarding the

      2   public domaining of any further property and the

      3   use of any property which is currently ran public

      4   domain.  I'm concerned about property that was

      5   former Indian tribal land that as of January 1st is

      6   scheduled to be returned to the tribes no matter

      7   what is on it for them to decide the use of the

      8   land.  And I want to know what land, according to

      9   the January 1st agreement under Roosevelt's

     10   mandate, is due to be returned or controlled by the

     11   tribes rather than -- okay.  What I'm worried about

     12   is public domaining of further land or use of

     13   public domain land which then gets somehow

     14   surplused and sold and given to very high-priced

     15   developers when by presidential mandate it is due
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     16   back to the tribes.

     17              (End of public comments.)

     18

     19

     20

     21

     22

     23

     24

     25
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      1               CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

      2   STATE OF NEVADA  )
                           )  SS:
      3   COUNTY OF CLARK  )

      4        I, Kimberly A. Farkas, a duly commissioned

      5   Notary Public, Clark County, State of Nevada, do

      6   hereby certify:  That I attended the RTC PUBLIC

      7   MEETING, commencing on Wednesday, March 16, 2016

      8   at 11:00 a.m.

      9       That I thereafter transcribed my said shorthand

     10   notes into typewriting, and that the typewritten

     11   transcript of said public meeting is a complete,

     12   true and accurate transcription of said shorthand

     13   notes.
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     14        I further certify that I am not a relative or

     15   employee of the RTC, nor a person financially or

     16   otherwise interested in the action.

     17

     18       IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand

     19   in my office in the County of Clark, State of

     20   Nevada, this 29th day of March, 2016.

     21

     22               ______________________________

     23              Kimberly A. Farkas, CCR 741

     24

     25
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Swallow

7/13/2016
Agenda Item 4: Light Rail Study – David Swallow, Dir. of 

Engineering Services at RTC of Southern Nevada

9/7/2016 Steering Committee

10/26/2016 Agenda Item 4. Southern Nevada Strong by RTC

11/30/2016 Steering Committee 

3/2/2017
Agenda Item 4. Light Rail Study – David Swallow, Dir. of 

Engineering Services at RTC of Southern Nevada

Project Updates

Maryland Parkway High Capacity Transit Project

Maryland Parkway Coalition
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INTENT-TO-STUDY 
Maryland Parkway Environmental Assessment 

Clark County, NV 

The Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC), in cooperation with the Federal Transit 
Administration, is studying potential transit improvements to the Maryland Parkway corridor.  

Maryland Parkway is a vital north-south corridor within the Las Vegas Valley. Maryland Parkway provides access 
to major employment and activity centers, including McCarran International Airport, University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas (UNLV), the Boulevard Mall, Sunrise Hospital, downtown Las Vegas, and various other commercial activity 
centers and residential areas. It is also a major transit corridor, designated as Route 109 by the RTC. The proposed 
project is intended to improve mobility along the corridor through changes to the roadway configuration, access 
management, bicycle and pedestrian facilities and higher order transit services such as Bus Rapid Transit or urban 
light rail transit between McCarran International Airport and downtown Las Vegas.  

In compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), RTC is conducting an assessment of 
the proposed project’s potential impacts. This letter is to inform you of the current study and solicit your comments 
concerning the proposed project. Areas of potential impact could include, but are not limited to, the following: 

1. Access 6. Floodplains 11. Social Considerations
2. Visual Resources 7. Land Use 12. Biological Resources
3. Air Quality 8. Noise and Vibration 13. Water Resources and Water Quality
4. Cultural Resources 9. Public Parks & Recreation Areas 14. Hazardous Materials and Waste
5. Geology 10. Safety and Security 15. Traffic and Parking

Three public meetings are scheduled to inform interested individuals, groups and agencies about the proposed 
project and to receive comments and suggestions from them.  The meetings will be held on the following dates: 

Tuesday, March 15, 2016 Tuesday, March 15, 2016 Wednesday, March 16, 2016 
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.  11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas The Boulevard Mall  Bonneville Transit Center  
Student Union  In front of JC Penney  Indoors by Customer Service 
4505 S. Maryland Pkwy. 3528 S. Maryland Pkwy. 101 E. Bonneville Ave. 
Las Vegas, NV 89154  Las Vegas, NV 89169  Las Vegas, NV 89101 

The meetings will be an open house format with staff available to discuss and answer questions about the 
proposed project.  Handout materials about the project will be available at the meetings. 

We would appreciate receiving any response you may have by 5:00 p.m., Friday, April 15, 2016. If no response 
is received, RTC will assume you foresee no potential impacts in your particular area of responsibility or interest. 

Comments or questions regarding the proposed project may be addressed to Monika Bertaki, Attn: Maryland 
Parkway Environmental Assessment, Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada, 600 S. Grand 
Central Parkway, Suite 350, Las Vegas, Nevada 89106, by phone at (702) 676-1749, or via email 
bertakim@rtcsnv.com.   



CORE LIST: 

SUSAN KLEKAR DIVISION ADMINISTRATOR 
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
705 NORTH PLAZA STREET STE 220 
CARSON CITY NV 89701 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
1111 BROADWAY STE 1200 
OAKLAND CA 94607-4052 

US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE 
7080 LA CIENEGA STREET 
LAS VEGAS NV 89119 

US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICER 
PACIFIC SOUTHWEST REGION 
1111 JACKSON ST STE 735 
OAKLAND CA 94607-4807 

US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
REGIONAL FORESTER 
FOREST SERVICE REGION 4 
324 25TH STREET 
OGDEN UT 84401 

US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
REGIONAL DIRECTOR REGION 1 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
911 NE 11TH AVENUE 
PORTLAND OR 97232-4181 

UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE 
1200 FRANKLIN WAY 
SPARKS NV 89431 

CAROLYN MULVIHILL 
US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 9 
75 HAWTHORNE ST CED-2 
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105-3901 

AMY LUEDERS STATE DIRECTOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
1340 FINANCIAL BLVD 
RENO NV 89502 

US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
2730 N DEER RUN ROAD 
CARSON CITY NV 89701 

TIM SMITH DISTRICT MANAGER 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
LAS VEGAS DISTRICT OFFICE 
4701 N TORREY PINES 
LAS VEGAS NV 89130-2301 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
1111 JACKSON ST STE 700 
OAKLAND CA 94607-4807 

ENVIRONMENTAL COORDINATOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
LAS VEGAS DISTRICT OFFICE 
4701 N TORREY PINES 
LAS VEGAS NV 89130-2301 

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 
WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE 
2600 N. CENTRAL AVENUE 
4TH FLOOR MAIL ROOM 
PHOENIX AZ 85001 

ASSISTANT MANAGER RENEWABLE RESOURCES 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
LAS VEGAS DISTRICT OFFICE 
4701 N TORREY PINES 
LAS VEGAS NV 89130-2301 

US FOREST SERVICE 
SPRING MOUNTAIN NRA 
4701 N TORREY PINES DR 
LAS VEGAS NV 89130-2301 

US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
4701 N TORREY PINES 
LAS VEGAS NV 89130 

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
NEVADA SITE OFFICE 
PO BOX 98518 
LAS VEGAS NV 89193-8518 



US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
SECTION CHIEF 
1325 J STREET ROOM 1513 
SACRAMENTO CA 95814 

REGULATORY PROJECT MANAGER 
US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
321 NORTH MALL DRIVE SUITE L-101 
ST GEORGE UT 84790-7314 

MAVERICK DOUGLAS, ASSISTANT ADO MANAGER 
SAN FRANCISCO ADO – WESTERN PACIFIC REG 
SAN FRANCISCO AIRPORTS DISTRICT OFFICE 
1000 MARINA BLVD SUITE 220 
BRISBANE CA 94005-1853 

TRACI PEARL DIVISION ADMINISTRATOR 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
OFFICE OF TRAFFIC SAFETY 
555 WRIGHT WAY 
CARSON CITY NV 89711-0900 

US DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
CHIEF AIRPORT DISTRICT OFFICE SSO-600 
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 
831 MITTEN ROAD 
BURLINGAME CA 94010 

MARY MARTINI, DISTRICT I ENGINEER 
NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
123 E WASHINGTON AVE 
LAS VEGAS NV 89101 

D BRADFORD HARDENBROOK 
REGIONAL SUPERVISORY BIOLOGIST - HABITAT 
NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE (EAST) 
4747 VEGAS DRIVE 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89108 

COLORADO RIVER COMMISSION 
555 E. WASHINGTON AVE SUITE 3100 
LAS VEGAS NV 89101-1065 

JAMES D MOREFIELD 
NATURAL HERITAGE PROGRAM 
DEPT OF CONSERVATION & NAT RESOURCES 
901 S STEWART ST STE 5002 
CARSON CITY NV 89701-5245 

SOUTHWEST GAS 
MANAGER ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM 
PO BOX 98510 
LAS VEGAS NV 89193-8510 

Prefer to receive notices etc. via LINKS email 
NEVADA STATE CLEARINGHOUSE 
scanfield@lands.nv.gov (Skip Canfield) 
CARSON CITY NV 89710 
clearinghouse@budget.state.nv.us 

AT&T NEVADA 
PO BOX 11010 
RENO NV 89520 

RUDY MALFABON, DIRECTOR 
NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
1263 SOUTH STEWART STREET 
CARSON CITY NV 89712 

SIERRA CLUB 
2330 PASEO DEL PRADO C-109 
LAS VEGAS NV 89102 

NV ENERGY 
C/O LAND DEPARTMENT 
PO BOX 10100 
RENO NV 89520 

CRAIG MADOLE 
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
NEVADA CHAPTER AGC 
5400 MILL STREET 
RENO NV 89502 

CENTURYLINK 
6700 VIA AUSTI PARKWAY 
LAS VEGAS NV 89119 

ROBERT W HALL 
NEVADA ENVIRONMENTAL COALITION INC 
10720 BUTTON WILLOW DR 
LAS VEGAS NV 89134 

JOHN ENTSMINGER GENERAL MANAGER 
SOUTHERN NEVADA WATER AUTHORITY 
PO BOX 99956 
LAS VEGAS  NV  89193-9956 

DAVID H. SULOUFF 
CHIEF BRIDGE SECTION 
ELEVENTH COAST GUARD DISTRICT 
50-2 COAST GUARD ISLAND
ALAMEDA CA  94501



DEPT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
302 EAST CARSON STREET 
4th FLOOR 
LAS VEGAS NV 89101-5911 

 
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 
PO BOX 61470 
BOULDER CITY NV 89006-1470 

STATE NFIP COORDINATOR 
NEVADA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
901 S STEWART ST STE 2002 
CARSON CITY NV 89701-5250 

  

USGS WESTERN ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
CENTER 
LAS VEGAS FIELD STATION 
160 N STEPHANIE 
HENDERSON NV 89074 

  

   

CLARK COUNTY:   

TOM COLLINS DISTRICT B 
CLARK COUNTY COMMISSION 
500 SOUTH GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY 
LAS VEGAS NV 89155 

 

SUSAN BRAGER DISTRICT F  
CLARK COUNTY COMMISSION 
500 SOUTH GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY 
LAS VEGAS NV 89155 

LARRY BROWN DISTRICT C 
CLARK COUNTY COMMISSIONER 
500 SOUTH GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY 
LAS VEGAS NV 89155 

 

LAWRENCE WEEKLY DISTRICT D 
CLARK COUNTY COMMISSIONER 
500 SOUTH GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY 
LAS VEGAS NV 89155 

CHRIS GIUNCHIGLIANI DISTRICT E 
CLARK COUNTY COMMISSIONER 
500 SOUTH GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY 
LAS VEGAS NV 89155 

 

STEVE SISOLAK DISTRICT A 
CLARK COUNTY COMMISSIONER 
500 SOUTH GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY 
LAS VEGAS NV 89155 

MARY BETH SCOW DISTRICT G 
CLARK COUNTY COMMISSIONER 
500 SOUTH GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY 
LAS VEGAS NV 89155 

 

DON BURNETTE 
CLARK COUNTY MANAGER 
500 SOUTH GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY 
LAS VEGAS NV 89155 

DENIS CEDERBURG PE  
CLARK COUNTY PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR 
500 SOUTH GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY 

  LAS VEGAS NV 89155 
 

 

NANCY AMUNDSEN 
DIRECTOR 
COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING OFFICE 
PO BOX 551744 
LAS VEGAS NV 89155-1744 

   



LAS VEGAS: 

CAROLYN GOODMAN 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS MAYOR 
CITY HALL 10TH FLOOR 
400 STEWART AVENUE 

  LAS VEGAS NV 89101 

BOB COFFIN WARD 3 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS MAYOR PRO TEM 
CITY HALL 10TH FLOOR 
400 STEWART AVENUE 
LAS VEGAS NV 89101 

RICKI BARLOW WARD 5 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS COUNCIL MEMBER 
CITY HALL 10TH FLOOR 
400 STEWART AVENUE 

  LAS VEGAS NV 89101 

STEVE ROSS WARD 6 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS COUNCIL MEMBER 
CITY HALL 10TH FLOOR 
400 STEWART AVENUE 
LAS VEGAS NV 89101 

LOIS TARKANIAN WARD 1 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS COUNCIL MEMBER 
CITY HALL 10TH FLOOR 
400 STEWART AVENUE 

  LAS VEGAS NV 89101 

BOB BEERS WARD 2 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS COUNCIL MEMBER 
CITY HALL 10TH FLOOR 
400 STEWART AVENUE 
LAS VEGAS NV 89101 

ELIZABETH FRETWELL 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS MANAGER 
CITY HALL 10TH FLOOR 
400 STEWART AVENUE 
LAS VEGAS NV 89101 

STAVROS ANTHONY WARD 4 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS COUNCIL MEMBER 
CITY HALL 10TH FLOOR 
400 STEWART AVENUE 
LAS VEGAS NV 89101 

TOM PERRIGO ACTING DIRECTOR 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
333 N RANCHO DRIVE 
LAS VEGAS NV 89106 

DAVID BOWERS DIRECTOR 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS PUBLIC WORKS 
333 N RANCHO DRIVE 
LAS VEGAS NV 89106 



   

FEDERAL ELECTED:   
Send to appropriate Nevada State Assembly and 
Senate members for the project area 

HARRY REID 
US SENATOR 
333 LAS VEGAS BLVD SOUTH SUITE 8016 
LAS VEGAS NV 89101 

 

DEAN HELLER  
US SENATOR   
8930 W SUNSET RD STE 230 
LAS VEGAS NV 89148-5010 

DINA TITUS 
US REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 1 
550 E CHARLESTON BLVD SUITE B 
LAS VEGAS NV 89104 
 

 

JOE HECK 
US REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 3 
8872 S EASTERN AVE SUITE 220 
LAS VEGAS NV 89123 

CRESENT HARDY 
US REPRENTATIVE DISTRICT 4 
2250 LAS VEGAS BLVD NORTH SUITE 500 
NORTH LAS VEGAS  89030 
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U.S. Department of
Homeland Security

United States
Coast Guard

r 6s90
Maryland Parkway EA
March 14,2016

Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada
Attn: Monika Bertaki
600 S. Grand Central Parkway, Suite 350
Las Vegas, NV 89106

Dear Ms. Bertaki:

We have completed our review of the "Intent to Study" and the NEPA Environmental
Assessment for the proposed Maryland Parkway corridor project, Las Vegas Valley, Clark
County, NV.

It appears this project does not include proposed bridges or bridge related projects across
navigable waters of the United States. Therefore, The General Bridge Act of 1946 does not
apply and the Coast Guard will not exercise jurisdiction on this project for bridge permitting
purposes.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this transportation project.

SULOUFF
Branch Section

Eleventh Coast Guard District
By direction of the District Commander

Copy: FTA Region 9

Commander
Eleventh District

U.S. Coast Guard lsland, Bldg 50-2
Alameda, CA 94501-5100
Staff Symbol: (dpw)
Phone: (510) 437-3514
Fax: (510) 437-5836
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3

Maryland Parkway High Capacity Transit Project Vicinity Map  

(Maryland Parkway transit corridor is represented by the red line; City of Las Vegas municipal boundaries are 
shown in pink outline) 



4

Maryland Parkway High Capacity Transit Project Location Map 



Maryland Parkway High Capacity Transit Project Area of Potential Effects 
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NEVADA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
STATE HISTORIC
PRESERVATION OFFICE Bria" Sandoval, Governor

Bradley Crowell, Director
Rebecca L. Palmer, SHPO

December 11, 2017

Leslie T. Rogers

Regional Administrator
Federal Transit Administration

90 7th St., Ste. 15-300

San Francisco, CA 94103-6701

Re: Section 106 consultation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Transit

Administration for the Maryland Parkway High Capacity Transit Project (UT 2017-4863 #23197)

Dear Mr. Rogers,

The Nevada State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has reviewed the subject documents received
November 13, 2017 in accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of
1966, as amended. Thank you for providing additional information about the scope of work and area of

potential effect in response to our letter dated May 10, 2017.

Area of Potential Effect (APE)

FTA has determined that the APE for this undertaking is an irregularly-shaped area surrounding the

proposed 8.7-mile long Light Rail Transit or Bus Rapid Transit corridor. The APE was developed using

computer modeling and includes areas of direct effect (i.e., areas where construction, ground disturbance,

and staging will occur) and areas of indirect effect (i.e., areas within visual range of proposed new

construction such as stations, light poles, signage, an overhead catenary system, and a maintenance

building). The SHPO concurs with the adequacy of the APE as defined for this undertaking.

Identification of Historic Properties

Due to the potential for archaeological remains related to the Union Pacific Railroad within the direct APE,
the FTA's identification efforts need to include an archaeological analysis completed by a Secretary of the
Interior - qualified historic archaeologist per 36 CFR §800.4(b) and 36 CFR §61(b).

The SHPO acknowledges that identification efforts within the indirect APE will include buildings 45 years old
or older. Before beginning field survey, please ensure that you have downloaded the most recent version of

Architectural Resource Assessment forms from our website at http://shpo.nv.Rov/welcome-to-review-and-

compliance/compliance-forms.

The SHPO is happy to meet with you to discuss your upcoming identification effort.

Should you have questions concerning this correspondence, please contact SHPO staff architectural

historian Kristen Brown at (775) 684-3439 or by email at knbrown@shpo.nv.gov.

Sincerely,

^t.^. <../(•

Rd'bin K. Reed

Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer

901 S. Stewart Street, Suite 5004 4" Carson City, Nevada 89701 -^ Phone: 775.684.3448 Fax: 775.684.3442

www.shpo.nv.gov
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NEVADA^ _____ Department of Conservation and Natural Resources® STATE HISTORIC
PRESERVATION OFFICE Brian Sandoval, Governor

Bradley Crowell, Director
Rebecca L. Palmer, SHPO

May 3,2018

Edward Carranzajr.

Acting Regional Administrator
Federal Transit Administration

90 7th St, Ste. 15-300

San Francisco, CA 94103-6701

Re: Section 106 consultation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Transit

Administration for the Maryland Parkway High Capacity Transit Project (UT 2017-4863)

Dear Mr. Rogers:

The Nevada State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has reviewed the subject documents received

March 26, 2018, and information received during a May 1, 2018 phone call and a May 3, 2018 email, in

accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, as amended.

The U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Transit Administration (FTA) proposes to create an 8.7-

mile long Light Rail Transit or Bus Rapid Transit system along E. Russell Road, Maryland Parkway, E.

Carson Avenue, S. Casino Center Boulevard, Garces Avenue, Bonneville Avenue, Rancho Drive,

Charleston Boulevard, and Shadow Lane. The undertaking will involve ground disturbance for utilities,

sidewalks, turn lanes, and other activities. New vertical elements will include lighting, signals, signage,

stations, and similar.

The SHPO previously concurred with the APE for this undertaking. With this submittal, FTA is requesting
concurrence on their identification effort and National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility
determinations.

Identification and Evaluation of Historic Resources

Archaeology:

Based upon the results of the archaeological assessment, the SHPO concurs with FTA's determination

that there is little to no potential for intact archaeological properties within the direct APE established
for this undertaking. Furthermore, the SHPO acknowledges that 26CK1767, a previously identified
archaeological site within the direct APE, has been destroyed by development.

Architecture:

FTA determined that the APE contains 540 architectural resources over 45 years of age.Four resources

in the APE are listed in the NRHP: Huntridge Theater, El Cortez Hotel, Victory Motel, and Railroad

Cottage at 629 S. Casino Center Boulevard.

Regarding the cultural resource survey prepared by Parsons dated March 2018, the SHPO offers the

following comments and questions:

• Please clarify the resources in the APE. Of the 540 resources listed in Table B-l, how many have

been previously determined NRHP-eligible and how many were previously determined not

eligible? Please provide information regarding the formal SHPO concurrences for previously-

901 S. Stewart Street, Suite 5004 -^ Carson City, Nevada 89701 4- Phone: 775.684.3448 Fax: 775.684.3442

www.shpo.nv.aov



Edward Carranza, Jr.

Page 2 of 3
May 3,2018

evaluated resources. In the absence of a formal letter stating SHPO concurrence, a resource is

considered unevaluated. Please list the exact number of unevaluated resources in the APE. The

SHPO also notes that unless a survey was conducted within the last ten years, its eligibility
determinations may no longer be valid since resources may have since come of age.

• FTA conducted a comprehensive windshield survey of the 540 resource in the APE and an

intensive-level survey of 41 of the 540 resources. Please submit the windshield survey data for

all 540 resources. Currently, the survey report does not contain adequate information about the

listed, eligible, not eligible, and unevaluated resources in the APE. Please submit windshield

photographs of the APE'S resources and key them to Table B-l. In addition, please submit maps

depicting the location of all 540 surveyed resources.

• Additional maps that may be helpful include: tax maps, maps showing potential historic districts,
maps showing the distribution of resource ages, and maps keyed to representative streetscape

photographs.

• According to the submitted report, FTA's windshield survey included a study of streetscapes and

neighborhoods to determine if resources may be eligible as contributing resources to potential

historic districts. None were identified. Please submit a description of the methodology for

determining potential districts and a written justification of FTA's determination that no districts
are present. Based on the APE map, it appears that there are several historic-age neighborhoods

in the vicinity.

• FTA selected 41 resources for intensive-level survey. The submitted materials state that the 41

resources were chosen based on their location; for example, parcels adjacent to proposed

station locations were surveyed. In order for an intensive-level survey to truly represent the

resources in the APE, the surveyed resources should be a sampling based on a wide array of

locations, ages, building types, and integrity levels. However, the SHPO is not requiring further

intensive-level survey for this undertaking.

• Of the 41 new ARA forms submitted to the SHPO, FTA determined that two resources were

NRHP-eligible (B15793—Archie C. Grant Hall, and B10955-Neon Apartments). The SHPO
concurs that B15793 and B10955 are eligible for NRHP listing.

• A summary of the 41 resources and SHPO comments is included in the attached table. The SHPO

concurs that 34 of the resources are not eligible for NRHP listing. In order to provide

concurrence on the remaining five resources, please respond to the following questions, which

are keyed to five of the resources in the table.

Comment ffl (B15781) - Please provide additional justification regarding the lack of
eligibility under Criterion A, including possible local significance related to its role in the
Huntridge neighborhood.

Comment #2 (B15776) - Please provide additional justification regarding this resource's
local significance. Does the similar building on S. Las Vegas Boulevard retain better

significance than this example? The submitted ARA form states that although the
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building is not recommended NRHP eligible, its Googie design may be of interest at the
state or local level. The NRHP allows for listing at the state and local levels as well as the

national level; therefore, the significance and eligibility of this resource should be
examined for all three levels.

Comment ff3 (B15773) - Please provide additional justification regarding the resource's

eligibility, or lack of eligibility, under NRHP Criterion B. The submitted ARA form
discusses local significance related to Marydean Martin. The NRHP allows for listing at
the state and local levels as well as the national level; therefore, the significance of this

resource should be examined for all three levels.

Corn me ntff4(B15771) - The submitted ARA form notes that the unique design of this
building is evocative of design and consumer trends of the 1970s; however, the building

is recommended not eligible due to lack of integrity. Please provide additional
justification regarding this resource's integrity level. The eligibility discussion in the ARA
form appears to confuse integrity with condition. Please comment on the resource's

integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.

Comment ff5 (B15769) - The submitted ARA form states that the building's additions
detract from its integrity. Based on the photographs and plans, however, most of the

additions appear to date to the historic period and complement the building's design. In

addition, although 1950s telephone exchanges may be common nationwide, this

building's midcentury design and building type may be unique to Las Vegas. Please

submit additional information, including a discussion of local significance and a better

justification for FTA's determination that the resource is not eligible for NRHP listing.

Please note that at this time, the SHPO is only commenting on the eligibility of the 41 submitted ARA
forms. In order for FTA's identification and evaluation effort to be complete, additional information

regarding the rest of the resources in the APE is required as described above.

Should you have questions concerning this correspondence, please contact SHPO staff architectural

historian Kristen Brown at (775) 684-3439 or by email at knbrown@shpo.nv.Rov.

Sincerely,

^A^<—
Robin K. Reed

Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer

ec via email: Candice Hughes, FTA

Table enclosed
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Resource

B15814
B15797
B15796
B15795

B15793
B15794
B15790
B15789
B15788
B15791
B15792
B15787
S1879
B15786
B15785
B15782
B15784
B15783
B15781
B15780
B15774
B15776
B15775
B15779
B15778
B15773
B15772

B7457
B15777

B7371

B7372

B7373

B7514
B15771
B15770
B15769
B15768

Address

1175 Princes KatyAve.

5035, 5059, and 5083 S. Maryland Pkwy.

1131 E. Tropicana Ave.

4966 S. Maryland Pkwy.

4505 S. Maryland Pkwy. (Archie C. Grant Hall,

UNLV main campus)

4412 S. Maryland Pkwy.

3600 S. Maryland Pkwy.

3542 S. Maryland Pkwy.

3450 S. Maryland Pkwy.

3634 S. Maryland Pkwy.

3547 S. Maryland Pkwy.

3186 S. Maryland Pkwy.

3186 S. Maryland Pkwy.

2655 S. Maryland Pkwy.

2312 S. Maryland Pkwy.

1205-1245 E. Sahara Ave.

2300 S. Maryland Pkwy.

1100 E. Charleston Blvd.

1125 S. Maryland Pkwy.

1200 E. Charleston Blvd.

1203 E. Charleston Blvd., Units 101-140

1205 E. Charleston Blvd.

1207-1241 E. Charleston Blvd.

1229 E. Carson Ave.

1200 E. Bridger Ave.

218 S. Maryland Pkwy.

214 S. Maryland Pkwy.

210 S. Maryland Pkwy.

208 S. Maryland Pkwy.

201 S. 9th St.

207 S. 9th St.

207-1/2 S. 9th St.

907 E. Carson Ave.

899FremontSt.

200 S. 8th St.

125 S. Las Vegas Blvd.

212 S. Las Vegas Blvd.

FTA NRHP Eligibility
Determination

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible

Eligible, Criterion A

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
(Reevaluated)

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
(Reevaluated)

Not Eligible
(Reevaluated)

Not Eligible
(Reevaluated)

Not Eligible
(Reevaluated)

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible

SHPO Comment

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

See Comment ffl

Concur

Concur

See Comment ff2

Concur

Concur

Concur

See Comment ff3

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur

See Comment ff4

Concur

See Comment ff5

Concur
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Resource

S1882

B10955
B15764
B15765

Address

304 E. Carson Ave.

501 Desert Ln. (The Neon Apartments)

SllS.Tonopah Dr.

2030 Pinto Ln.

FTANRHP Eligibility
Determination

Not Eligible
Eligible, Criteria A & C

(Reevaluated)

Not Eligible
Not Eligible

SHPO Comment

Concur

Concur

Concur

Concur
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NEVADA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
STATE HISTORIC
PRESERVATION OFFICE Brian Sandoval, Governor

Bradley Crowell, Director
Rebecca L. Palmer, SHPO

August 21,2018

Edward Carranzajr.

Acting Regional Administrator

Federal Transit Administration

90 7th St., Ste. 15-300

San Francisco, CA 94103-6701

Re: Section 106 consultation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Transit

Administration for the Maryland Parkway High Capacity Transit Project (UT 2017-4863)

Dear Mr. Rogers:

The Nevada State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has reviewed the subject documents received July
19, 2018 in accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, as
amended. Previously, information was received in hard copy on March 26, 2018, via a phone call on

May 1, 2018, and via email on May 3, 2018.

The SHPO previously concurred with the APE for this undertaking. With this submittal, FTA is responding
to a May 3, 2018 SHPO letter that requested additional information and clarification regarding FTA's
identification effort and National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility determinations.

Identification and Evaluation of Historic Resources

Archaeology:
The SHPO previously concurred with FTA's architectural identification effort for this undertaking.

Architecture:

Thank you for providing additional information in response to our comments and questions. The

submitted materials represent a thorough identification effort.

FTA has clarified that the APE contains 434 (536 minus 102 that were confirmed demolished) resources
45 years of age and older. The statuses of the 434 resources prior to consultation for this undertaking

are summarized below.

• 4 were NRHP-listed;

• 10 were previously determined NRHP-eligible with SHPO concurrence;

• 3 were previously determined NRHP-eligible as contributing resources to an eligible district with

SHPO concurrence;

• 50 (79 minus 28 confirmed demolished) were previously determined not eligible for NRHP listing
with SHPO concurrence; and

• 367 were previously unevaluated.

FTA conducted a comprehensive windshield survey of the APE and submitted windshield photographs of
the 536 resources in the APE (Appendix D), keyed to the inventory table in Appendix B and the set of
maps found in Appendix C. In addition, FTA has submitted maps depicting historic-age neighborhoods

with their corresponding dates of significance. The SHPO acknowledges that FTA is leaving the historic
neighborhoods unevaluated for NRHP eligibility as potential historic districts. The SHPO acknowledges

901 S. Stewart Street, Suite 5004 4- Carson City, Nevada 89701 4- Phone: 775.684.3448 Fax: 775.684.3442
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that the windshield survey data and information regarding historic neighborhoods represents an

adequate identification effort for the unevaluated resources in the APE.

FTA conducted an intensive-level survey of 41 resources in the APE. In a letter dated May 3,2018,the

SHPO concurred with FTA's determination that two of the surveyed resources are eligible for NRHP

listing, and that 34 of the surveyed resources are not eligible for NRHP listing. The FTA provided

additional information for the five remaining resources in response to SHPO questions and comments.

The following list summarizes FTA's NRHP eligibility determinations and SHPO comment for the five
resources:

• B15781 (U.S. Post Office) -The SHPO concurs that this resource is not eligible for NRHP listing.

• B15776 (Denny's Restaurant/Tacos Mexico) - The SHPO concurs that this resource is not eligible

for NRHP listing.

• B15773 (218 S. Maryland Pkwy.) - The SHPO concurs that this resource is not eligible for NRHP
listing.

• B15771 (Western Hotel and Casino)-The SHPO concurs that this resource is not eligible for

NRHP listing.

• B15769 (Southern Nevada Telephone Company Building) - The SHPO concurs that this resource

is eligible for NRHP listing under Criterion C at the state or local level.

The SHPO notes that the identification and evaluation effort for this undertaking is now complete. Our

office looks forward to consultation regarding the potential effects of the undertaking and to the FTA's

determination of project effect pursuant to Section 106. The determination should consider effects to all

listed, eligible, and unevaluated resources in the APE.

Should you have questions concerning this correspondence, please contact SHPO staff architectural

historian Kristen Brown at (775) 684-3439 or by email at knbrown@shDo.nv.gov.

Sincerely,

^- ?..^/-A
Robin K. Reed

Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer

ec via email:

Candice Hughes, FTA
Bill Tsiforas, RTCSNV
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Maryland Parkway High Capacity Transit Project Vicinity Map  

(Maryland Parkway transit corridor is represented by the red line; City of Las Vegas municipal boundaries are 
shown in pink outline) 
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Maryland Parkway High Capacity Transit Project Location Map 



Maryland Parkway High Capacity Transit Project Area of Potential Effects 
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Maryland Parkway High Capacity Transit Project Location Map 
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ATTACHMENT E 

DRAFT EA PUBLIC AND AGENCY REVIEW COMMENTS 

(To be completed after the Public Review Period) 
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